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Project Summary

The aim of the project is to work out a highly exact and at the same time easily applicable hydrodynamic theory of water wave
motions in the coastal zone.
In the project, the following five classical problems of coastline hydromechanics will be investigated:

1.Refraction of periodic waves on coastal slopes of arbitrary steepness;
2.Wave propagation in tapering water areas;
3.Longitudinal waves in open channels of trapezoidal and triangular cross-section;
4.Wave motion stability in gravity-flow conduits of circular cross-section;
5.Long waves on uniform and non-uniform flows of water.

The first four problems will be solved by applying the direct Galerkin-Kantorovich method, choosing basis functions for which all
boundary conditions (including the Sommerfeld radiation condition for the first two problems) will be fulfilled. This approach
leads to new evolutionary equations which are easy to solve. 

The WKB-solution of the first problem enables us to easily determine a three-dimensional velocity field and to construct the
refraction picture of the wave surface near the coast having an arbitrary angle of slope to the horizon varying from 0° to 180°.
This result will be in full agreement with Stoker’s particular (but also difficult) solution for a vertical cliff. Moreover, it will be shown
for the first time that our Schrödinger type evolutionary equation leads to the formation of the so-called “potential wells” if the
angle of the coast slope to the horizon exceeds 45°, while the angle given at infinity (i.e. at a large distance from the shore)
between wave crests and the coastline exceeds 75°. This theoretical result expressed in elementary functions is remarkably
consistent with Pearson’s experimental observations (see Stoker J.J. 1992, Water Waves, sec.5.6). 

In the second problem, we introduce the notions of “wide” and “narrow” water areas. It is shown that Green’s law on the wave
height growth holds only for the narrow part of the water area, whereas in the wide part the narrowing of the water area leads to
an insignificant decrease of the wave height. 

In the third problem, the bank slopes of trapezoidal channels are assumed to have an arbitrary angle of steepness. So far we
have known practically applicable solutions (obtained by Macdonald and Kelland) only for triangular channels whose lateral
slopes to the horizon are 30° and 45°.

In the fourth problem, we study the hydrodynamic stability of streams in gravity-flow cylindrical conduits.

For the fifth problem, by the correct linearization of shallow water equations we will obtain a number of unique results of which
we mention here the following: the wave propagation against the flow is blocked by a stream with Froude number Fr>2/3, but
not with Fr> 1, as previously thought. New relations will be derived for the conjugate depths of all types of hydraulic jumps and
discontinuous roll-waves. 

The project execution duration is 36 months. 
The total cost is 141,000 GEL (≈ 60,000 €).


